1. TEXT OF ADVERTISEMENT:

CENTRAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION,
ECONOMIC OFFENCE-IV, KOLKATA

No. RC 35 (S)/2014-SCB/SIT/Kol/18 Dated: 04.01.2018

INVITATION FOR EXPRESSION OF INTEREST

In continuation of the invitation for Expression of Interest sought by this office vide No. RC 35 (S)/2014-SCB/SIT/Kol dated 02.11.2017 regarding Forensic Audit of M/s Prayag Group of Companies, it is informed that the date for submission of the response has been extended upto 15.01.2018.

2. The EOI Document containing the details of qualification criteria, submission, requirement, brief objective & scope of work and evaluation criteria etc. can be downloaded from the website www.cbi.gov.in, www.eprocure.gov.in and on Government e-Market (GeM).

3. Further details/hardcopies may be obtained from SP & Head of Branch, Central Bureau of Investigation, Economic Offence-IV, 2nd Floor, ‘A’ Wing, CGO Complex, DF Block, Salt Lake, Sector-1, Kolkata -700064, Telephone No. 033 – 23348713.

4. The eligible firms may submit their responses in sealed envelope in the prescribed format to the undersigned at the above mentioned address so as to reach latest by 15.01.2018 (02.00 PM).

5. Applicants meeting the qualification criteria shall be invited for presentation/proposal before the selection committee of CBI, EO-IV, Kolkata. Bid Documents will be subsequently issued to the short listed applicants only.

(Upendra Kumar Agrawal, IPS)
SP & Head of Branch,
CBI, EO-IV, Kolkata.